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Combine your love of classic literature and doodling with this fun, quirky, and inspirational doodle

journal!Book lovers, bibliophiles, and literati, get ready to take your clever illustrations and lit memes

to the next level. Designed to appeal to seasoned artists and doodle enthusiasts alike, Doodling for

Bookworms is packed with more than 50 fun and inspirational prompts, drawing exercises, and

literature factoids. With her cute and clever art style, professional illustrator Gemma Correll takes

readers on a doodling journey that sparks the imagination and spurs doodlers to explore,

experiment, and brainstorm unique ways to doodle their favorite stories and writers. Doodling for

Bookworms invites literature aficionados on a doodling adventure through time-treasured books,

plays, and writers. From Poe, Austen, and Shakespeare to Romeo and Juliet, Jane Eyre, Dracula,

and Frankenstein, readers will discover how to create their own whimsical doodles of their favorite

authors and literary characters. With its portable format and plenty of open doodling pages, this

series is perfect for on-the-go creative types.
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I picked out this book thinking that it was a book teaching you how to draw things related to

books/literature. Little did I know that it was more than that. It's also a journal where you can doodle

and design your own book designs, characters, bookcases. The prompts and creative exercises

really trigger me to be even more creative and think of ideas I would never think about on my own.

Exercises like creating literary puns and villains only make me think more critically while enjoying



the creative process. However, the best thing I like about this book is that I can use it for classroom

lessons for English classes. I am currently an teacher/tutor and I find the exercises in these books

able to incite interest and make English fun for students!

What a delightful little book this is! Filled with literary snippets and whimsical illustrations makes this

a great gift for book lover, especially if that book lover is yourself. I enjoy the creative prompts that

encourage you to add some of your own illustrations and ideas. I spend several hours daily reading

heavy essays and discourses (I'm a philosophy major) and find this an enjoyable distraction.

If you love books and all things words then this book will tickle your fancy. There is a whole bunch of

fun facts, lists and games all based around books and words. The doodling pages are the

illustrations to go along with all things books and reading. My favorites are the step by step tutorial

on how to draw a typewriter and the game, "making puns with book names and ice cream flavors".

The draw a fabulous fictional place in a snow globe is pretty cool too.

I was pleasantly surprised with how in depth this little gem gets into the world of literature :) what a

great fun starter for kids who love drawing and reading! Not only do you get the usual "Draw the

cover for your own book!" but also draw your favorite villian, your favorite animal character, and

what your own book store would look like. You get Shakespeare, other classic quotes, puzzles and

exercises. I fully recommend this to anyone with a young reader or doodler!

A delightful distraction for the bookworms in your life. Literary nerds will enjoy the pun-ny humor of

"Ice Cream Flavors Inspired by Books" (A Clockwork Orange Sorbet, anyone?) and step-by-step

instructions on doodling Shakespeare. A great activity book to have on hand for air travel or lunch

breaks - it should fit into most purses and bags. Would also make a great stocking stuffer this

holiday season, as it would appeal to teens and older readers.
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